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ABSTRACT 
Gas-liquid flows in annulus channels are frequently encountered in the underbalanced drilling operation when the gasified drilling fluid is used. 
Accurate characterization of two-phase flow regimes in such conduits is critically important in order to gain a better understanding of the flow 
behaviours in the channels, thus to ensure a successful drilling operation achieved.  In this paper experimental studies regarding gas-liquid flows 
in a concentric and fully eccentric horizontal annulus were reported. The test section setups of the flow loop have a length of 10.8 m, with outer 
and inner pipe diameters of 0.0768 m and 0.060 m respectively. Air and water at atmospheric pressure constituted the gas and liquid phases and 
the range of gas and liquid superficial velocities investigated during this study was 0.14 – 24 m/s and 0.15 – 2.78 m/s respectively. Flow regimes 
observed in both annulus setups by high speed camera imaging were dispersed bubble, elongated bubble, slug, wavy slug, churn, wavy annular 
and annular. A detailed description of the flow regimes with different features are presented together with high quality images. The local liquid 
holdup time series together with its probability density function (PDF) are used to gain more insights about the characteristics of the observed 
flow regimes. Effects of the annulus eccentricity on the observed flow regimes are also investigated. It is found that the annulus eccentricity 
affects the shape and structure of the elongated bubble, wavy annular and annular flow regimes. It is also observed that the annulus eccentricity 
causes the transition from elongated bubble to dispersed bubble to take place at higher liquid superficial velocities. It is also found that in the 
fully eccentric annulus causes transitions between different flow regimes to occur at higher liquid and lower gas superficial velocities when 
compared with that of concentric ones. An improved flow regime map is proposed based on gas and liquid Froude numbers by integrating the 
test results from this study with over 1000 data points found in literature.  
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1 Introduction 1 
Multiphase flow modelling relies on determination of the 2 
topology or distribution of the phases and the interface geometry 3 
which are not usually known beforehand. The accurate 4 
determination of the flow regimes in conduits is one of the major 5 
challenges facing two-phase flow modelling. Design parameters 6 
including pressure drop and heat transfer etc. depend on the gas 7 
phase distribution in conduits and without a knowledge of the 8 
flow regimes, these parameters would not be computed 9 
accurately (Yadigaroglu, et al., 2018). 10 
Industrial operations abound in the chemical, nuclear and 11 
petroleum industries where the two-phase flow of gas and liquid 12 
is observed in annuli. Operations such as off-normal boiling of 13 
subcooled liquid coolants in the nuclear industry, double pipe 14 
heat exchangers for evaporation and condensation in the chemical 15 
industry as well as underbalanced drilling, well clean-up and 16 
production in the petroleum industry are typical examples.  17 
For exploiting offshore marginal fields underbalanced drilling 18 
techniques are particularly important. During the underbalanced 19 
drilling operations, gas-liquid flow in vertical, inclined and 20 
horizontal annuli can be encountered. The annulus eccentricity 21 
could also be changing during these operations. Due to the 22 
importance of the two phase flow in annuli, many studies have 23 
been carried out for a few of decades in order to gain the 24 
knowledge regarding the flow behaviours in such channels. It 25 
was noted that as early as in 1980’s, experimental studies on 26 
effect of flow obstruction geometry on pressure drop in 27 
horizontal air-water flow was undertaken by Salcudean et al. 28 
(1983).  A pipe of 0.0254 m diameter having obstructions located 29 
centrally and peripherally. The influence of the degree of flow 30 
blockage and shape of flow obstructions on pressure drop was 31 
examined. No flow regimes were specified during their study.  32 
Later Osamusali & Chang (1988) studied air-water  two-phase 33 
flow regime transitions in horizontal annuli  formed by placing 34 
central rods having different diameters concentrically in an 35 
acrylic tube of 0.0508 m. The inner to outer diameter ratios 36 
(Di/Do) studied in the work were 0.375, 0.5 and 0.675 (with 37 
hydraulic diameters DH = 0.0318, 0.0254 and 0.0191 m, 38 
respectively) where DH is hydraulic diameter. Flow regimes 39 
identified included stratified-smooth, stratified wavy, plug, slug 40 
and annular. 41 
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 Lage et al.,(2000) undertook small scale experimental and 48 
theoretical studies of two-phase flow in horizontal and slightly 49 
deviated fully eccentric annuli. The annulus setup was 50 m long, 50 
having outer (Do) and inner (Di) diameters of 0.1016 and 0.0508 51 
m respectively. Test fluids utilized were air-water and diesel-52 
nitrogen mixtures. Flow regimes identified include dispersed 53 
bubble, stratified, intermittent and annular flows. However, their 54 
data points were too few and could not produce a complete view 55 
of flow regime maps. 56 
For their part, Ekberg et al.,(1999) studied flow regimes in 57 
narrow horizontal annuli. Experiments were conducted in two 58 
different annuli with Do and Di of 0.00863 & 0.0066 m for the 59 
first annulus and 0.0352 & 0.03315 m for annulus two. Flow 60 
regimes observed were classified by the researchers as plug, slug, 61 
dispersed bubble, churn as well as other hybrid regimes. The 62 
annulus setups were small and not likely to be encountered in the 63 
oil and gas industry.  64 
Zhou et al., (2004) performed extensive air-water experiments 65 
in a large scale annulus with Do of 0.2124 m and Di of 0.089 m. 66 
Observed flow regimes included stratified smooth, stratified 67 
wavy, slug, stratified to slug, slug to dispersed bubble and slug to 68 
annular. They also developed theoretical basis for flow regime 69 
transitions. 70 
Omurlu, Metin and co-workers (Omurlu et al., 2006; Metin & 71 
Ozbayoglu, 2007) studied extensively two-phase flow through 72 
fully eccentric horizontal annulus. Their experimental setups 73 
consisted of different Do (0.0932, 0.1143 m) and Di (0.0488 and 74 
0.05715 m). Flow regime identification was by visual means and 75 
limitations in their setup meant that mainly the intermittent flow 76 
regime was observed during their study. They proposed a 77 
mechanistic model based on representative diameter for flow 78 
regime determination in fully eccentric annulus. 79 
Mendes et al., (2011) studied flow regimes in inclined gas-80 
liquid flow in annular ducts. The annulus geometry made from 81 
borosilicate gas had a length of 10.5 m and Do 0.111 m and Di 82 
0.075 m. Air-water flow regimes observed stratified smooth, 83 
stratified wavy, plug, slug, churn, bubble and dispersed bubble. 84 
Later on, Osgouei and others (Osgouei & Ozbayoglu, 2010; 85 
Osgouei et al., 2012;  2013) presented studies on two-phase flow 86 
in a horizontal annulus having an eccentricity of 0.623. They 87 
presented flow regime determination techniques based on 88 
diagquadratic discriminant analysis and suggested in a separate 89 
paper flow regime identification based on Artificial Neural 90 
Networks. 91 
Gschnaidtner, (2013) undertook experimental studies in a 92 
concentric annulus with Do of 0.0515 m and Di of 0.0333. Air 93 
and water were the test fluids and flow regime identification was 94 
achieved using video camera recordings. Observed flow regimes 95 
were limited to intermittent and bubble flow due to the small 96 
range of liquid and gas superficial velocities investigated. 97 
Recently, Nossen et al.,(2017) conducted an experimental 98 
study of two-phase flow in horizontal and inclined annuli. The 99 
annulus test section was concentric, having outer and inner 100 
diameters as 0.1016 and 0.0508 m respectively. Test fluids used 101 
were SF6 gas – water and SF6 gas – Exxsol D60 oil. Flow 102 
regimes observed during their studies were Slugs, large waves, 103 
very low frequency slugs and transitional as a very limited range 104 
of gas and liquid superficial velocities were investigated. 105 
In summary, a review of related literature points to the fact that 106 
the flow structure in the annulus setup is different from those 107 
observed in circular pipes due to flow obstruction by the central 108 
pipe. As a result, the characteristics of the flow regimes are 109 
different. There is a lack of detailed information on the flow 110 
regimes encountered in horizontal annuli, as most studies 111 
undertaken to characterize flow regimes were based on visual 112 
observation, which proved challenging due to the obstruction and 113 
deformation in vision caused by the unique geometries of the 114 
flow channel. Also, in spite of the fact that in some applications 115 
e.g. underbalanced drilling operations, annulus eccentricity is an 116 
issue for horizontal two-phase flow regimes and their transitions. 117 
However, based on available literature, not much attention has 118 
been paid to this although most issues relating to vertical annuli 119 
have mainly been resolved.  120 
To address these issues, this study presents detailed systematic 121 
experimental studies which have been conducted in fairly large 122 
(a) horizontal concentric and (b) fully eccentric annuli to 123 
characterize flow regimes and their transitions. High speed 124 
camera images and ring-type conductance probes designed for 125 
this study have been utilized to examine the flow regime features 126 
in horizontal annuli.  127 
2. Experiments 128 
2.1 Experimental Setup 129 
The experimental study have been carried out in the Process 130 
Systems Engineering laboratory of the Cranfield University. A 131 
simplified schematic diagram of the flow loop is as shown in Fig. 132 
1(a). Air and water were the testing fluids with the air supplied to 133 
the flow loop using a screw compressor by AtlasCopco® model 134 
GA55 with a maximum discharge pressure of 7.5barg and free air 135 
maximum delivery capacity of 638 m3/hr. Two automated valves 136 
(namely VC301 & VC302) are used in regulating the air flow 137 
rate while measurement is undertaken by one of two Rosemount 138 
Mass Probar flow meters (FT302 and FT305) with accuracy of 139 
±1.4%. Air flow rates ranging between 0 – 150 Sm3/hr are 140 
measured by FT302 while flow rates above 150Sm3/hr are 141 
measured by FT305. Water flow to the flow loop is provided 142 
from a water tank with a capacity of 2 m3 using a progressive 143 
cavity pump with maximum discharge pressure of 6 barg. The 144 
water flow is measured using an Endress & Hauser Promag 50 145 
electromagnetic flow meter ranging between 0 – 18 m3/hr, having 146 
an accuracy of ±0.5%.  A 2 m long stainless steel section 147 
preceding the annulus test section is allowed for mixing of both 148 
phases before it enters the annulus test section where a 149 
development length of 1 m is allowed before the first instrument 150 
is placed, and then flows through the entire annulus section.. The 151 
fluid mixture exit the annulus test section into a section of 152 
circular pipe before emptying into the water tank which is open 153 
to the atmosphere, where gas-liquid separation takes place. 154 
The annulus test section is formed using two Polyvinyl 155 
Chloride (PVC) pipes with outer pipe diameter (Do) is 0.0768 m 156 
and inner pipe diameter (Di) is 0.060 m creating a hydraulic 157 
diameter of 0.0168 m. it is 10.8 m in length and the flow 158 
observation and measurement sections are placed 6 .01 m away 159 
from the point where the fluid mixture enters the annulus which 160 
gives a length of 357 pipe diameters. Two GE Druck static 161 
pressure transducers model PMP 1400, and a WIKA model A-10 162 
static pressure transducer ranging between 0-6 barg and accuracy 163 
of ±0.25% of full scale are used to obtain the static pressure in 164 
the test section. The fluid mixture temperature is measured by a 165 
J-type thermocouple with accuracy of ±2.5oC. The eccentricity of 166 
the annulus is adjusted using 4 mm stainless steel pins fed 167 
through an eccentricity adjuster fabricated from PVC rods by 168 
moving the pins in or out depending on the eccentricity desired as 169 
depicted in Fig. 1(b). The pins are small enough to ensure that 170 
they don’t interfere with the two-phase flow that goes through 171 
them. Liquid holdup measurement is done using two pairs of 172 
conductance probes designed for this study and this 430 mm long 173 
section made from perspex glass also serves as the imaging 174 
window. 175 
The two pairs of ring-type conductance probes used for 176 
measuring the area-averaged liquid holdup were designed based 177 
on the recommendation of Fossa (1998) and flush mounted on the 178 
outer pipe of the annulus test section. The probes are designed 179 
such that the ratio of the electrode spacing De to the pipe 180 
diameter D is 0.34 resulting in electrode spacing of 26 mm. Two 181 
pairs of electrode were used each having a width of 6 mm and 182 
distance of 270 mm between each electrode pair. A desktop 183 
computer using a LabView® based system consisting of National 184 
Instruments (NI) connector board interface and connected to the 185 
instrumentation using coaxial cables is used for data acquisition. 186 
Flow regime images are captured using an OLYMPUS model i-187 
SPEED 3 high speed camera at 1000 frames per second and 188 
adequate lighting is provided using Arrilite 800-W lights.  189 
 190 
 191 
Figure 1(a) Schematic of Experimental setup (b) Eccentricity Adjuster192 
2.2 Experimental Procedure 193 
2.2.1 Conductance Probes 194 
The conductance probes employed for this study operate based 195 
on the principle that the two-phases employed as testing fluids 196 
have different electrical conductivities. Therefore the electrical 197 
impedance between two electrodes immersed in a multiphase 198 
fluid mixture is determined by the conductance and permittivity 199 
of these individual phases, the fraction of the phases, the flow 200 
regime observed and the configuration of the sensor. Calibration 201 
of the ring-type conductance probes was carried out offline based 202 
on the recommendations of Fan & Yan (2014) for stratified flow 203 
in concentric and fully eccentric annulus setups. Known volumes 204 
of liquid (water) were introduced into each annulus setup and the 205 
corresponding voltages were recorded. A high-level voltage 206 
output of 5 V was obtained when the annulus section was 207 
completely filled with water and a low-level voltage output of 0 208 
V was observed when the annulus was empty (filled with air). 209 
The voltage output from each pair of conductance probe was 210 
normalized using maximum voltage value when the annulus was 211 
filled with water for each annulus setup, this produced a 212 
dimensionless value. A non-linear relationship was obtained 213 
between the liquid holdup and the voltages for each annulus setup 214 
and during experimental runs, the obtained voltages are plugged 215 
into the developed calibration curves and the liquid holdup was 216 
determined as such. The uncertainty of the conductance probe 217 
measurements are found to be within ±2% of indirect 218 
measurements. 219 
2.2.2 Experimental Scheme 220 
The annulus section eccentricity is adjusted as appropriate 221 
using the 4 mm stainless steel pins earlier described. During this 222 
study, two eccentric positions were investigated; (i) concentric 223 
and (ii) fully eccentric annulus setups.as depicted in Fig. 2 Before 224 
any experimental program is commenced, offset values for the 225 
flow meters and pressure transducers are determined from an 226 
empty test rig. The liquid flow rate is established using the pump 227 
control system which consists of manual valves, a variable speed 228 
controller and the water flow meter. The air flow rate at given 229 
values (in Sm3/hr) is injected into the flow loop by using the 230 
Emerson DeltaV PID controller implemented in the air supply 231 
section. A five minute period is allowed for flow stabilization 232 
before data is logged for 180 seconds for each flow condition at a 233 
sampling frequency of 100 Hz. The high speed camera records 234 
videos at 1000fps for a total of 60 s. The range of gas and liquid 235 
superficial velocities investigated were 0.16 – 24 m/s and 0.15 – 236 
2.78 m/s respectively. During each test run, the air standard 237 
volumetric flowrate is kept constant while the liquid flowrate is 238 
increased at intervals of 0.0005 m3/s. This is repeated until the 239 
entire range of flowrates is covered. Visual observation and 240 
analysis of high speed camera recordings as well as statistical 241 
evaluation of area averaged liquid holdup values obtained using 242 
conductance probes for each test condition is undertaken and the 243 
flow regimes are identified.  244 
3 Results & Discussion 245 
3.1 Visual Characterization of Flow Regimes 246 
Characterization of flow regimes is achieved using images 247 
obtained from high speed camera. This involved playing back the 248 
recording of flow for each test condition in slow motion, which 249 
enabled the visualization of the phase distribution in the annulus 250 
setup under study.  Similar flow regimes were identified in both 251 
annulus setups with subtle differences in some cases. The flow 252 
regimes identified include dispersed bubble, elongated bubble, 253 
slug, wavy slug (classified for this study), churn, wavy annular 254 
and annular flow regimes. Limitations in the experimental setup 255 
means the stratified flow regime was not encountered. 256 
 257 
 258 
Figure 2: Schematic of (a) Concentric annulus (b) Eccentric annulus.259 
For the presentation of flow regimes in forthcoming figures, 260 
the superficial gas velocities in the annulus were computed based 261 
on the measured pressure and temperature of the test section, the 262 











Where 𝑃𝐺 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇𝐺  are the initial pressure and temperature of the 265 
gas phase (101325 Pa and 15oC) respectively, 𝑄𝐺 is the 266 
volumetric flowrate in (Sm3/s), 𝑇𝑀 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑃𝑀  are the temperature 267 
and pressure of the two-phase mixture measured at the test 268 
section and 𝐴 is the cross sectional area of the annulus.  269 
Typical photographic representations of the flow regimes 270 
obtained are presented in Figure 3 and a brief description of each 271 
regime is presented below: 272 
3.1.1 Dispersed Bubble Flow:  The dispersed bubble flow 273 
regime is observed at high liquid and low gas superficial 274 
velocities. Tiny gas bubbles are dispersed in a continuous liquid 275 
phase concentrated initial close to the top of the annulus cross 276 
section. The mechanism for the formation of this flow regime is 277 
the breakdown of gas plugs during the elongated bubble or slug 278 
flow regimes. Increasing the liquid superficial velocity results in 279 
a more even distribution of gas bubbles in the annulus section. 280 
3.1.2 Elongated Bubble Flow: Also known as the limiting case 281 
of slug flow. It is encountered at very low gas and liquid 282 
superficial velocities. Characterized by alternating liquid body 283 
which fills the entire annulus cross section and gas plugs trapped 284 
at the top of the annulus. The shape of the gas plug observed 285 
depends on the annulus eccentricity under study. No gas bubbles 286 
are entrained in the liquid body. 287 
3.1.3 Slug Flow: This flow regime is similar to elongated bubble 288 
but occurs at higher gas superficial velocities. Initially preceded 289 
by a stratified smooth or wavy interface depending on the 290 
superficial gas velocity. The stratified system is followed by 291 
faster and shorter moving liquid body with higher energy 292 
intensity than those observed in elongated bubble flow. The 293 
liquid body wraps itself around the inner pipe of the annulus and 294 
contains some entrained gas bubbles flowing close to the top or 295 
centre of the annulus, due to a decrease in flow liquid holdup and 296 
increased turbulence. 297 
3.1.4 Wavy Slug Flow: This flow regime was classified as such 298 
for this study and is similar to what was observed by Nossen et 299 
al.,(Nossen et al., 2017) and classified as large wave flow. It is 300 
characterized by a long liquid film region during wave 301 
development, followed by a small liquid body which briefly 302 
bridges the top of the annulus, after which it seems to lose energy 303 
and is pushed away by a following wave. Some gas bubbles are 304 
entrained in the small liquid body at higher liquid superficial 305 
velocities. It has some of the features of slug flow but possesses 306 
its own unique feature to be classified as a flow regime. 307 
3.1.5 Churn Flow: The churn flow regime is similar to the slug 308 
flow regime but is characterized by a chaotic liquid phase 309 
containing a large amount of entrained bubbles travelling with an 310 
oscillatory motion. No clear boundaries can be observed for both 311 
phases. The mechanism of this regime is an increase in the gas 312 
void fraction resulting in the breakdown of the continuous nature 313 
of the liquid body that follows each successive Taylor bubble. 314 
This causes a collapse of the slug which falls back and is mingled 315 
with the one following. It has been confirmed in the past from 316 
experimental studies that the churn flow regime could not exist in 317 
horizontal or shallow inclined two-phase flow. In vertical 318 
upwards flows people use “churn flow” to describe an 319 
intermediate region between slug and annular flows in the flow 320 
regime map (Hewitt and Jayanti, 1993). Similar to this, churn 321 
flow observed in the annulus also sits between the slug and 322 
annular flow regimes. 323 
3.1.6 Wavy Annular Flow: Occurring at low liquid and high gas 324 
superficial velocities, this flow regime is characterized by a 325 
continuous gas core with some entrained liquid in the annulus 326 
centre, a thin liquid film at the top of the annulus and a thicker 327 
film at the bottom with a wavy interface. The annulus 328 
eccentricity affects the observed film level and interface. 329 
3.1.7 Annular Flow: At higher gas superficial velocities than for 330 
wavy annular flow the annular flow regime is encountered. A 331 
smooth liquid film is observed at the top and bottom of the 332 
annulus. The film at the bottom is thinner when compared with 333 




Figure 3: Representative flow regimes in horizontal concentric annulus338 
3.2 Flow Regime Characterization using Local Liquid Holdup 339 
Measurements 340 
Further characterization of the flow regimes in horizontal 341 
annuli is undertaken using a combination of time series and 342 
Probability Density Function (PDF) plots of liquid holdup 343 
obtained from conductance probes. Conductance probe 344 
techniques have been employed in the past by researchers 345 
including Barnea et al.(1980), Kelessidis & Dukler (1989)  and 346 
Das et al.(1999) for flow regime classification. The raw voltage 347 
values obtained from conductance probes are converted to 348 
instantaneous liquid holdup by using obtained calibration curves 349 
for each annulus setup studied and plotted on a time series plot. 350 
Further statistical analysis of the liquid holdup plots were 351 
conducted to clearly identify each flow regime observed during 352 
gas-liquid flow in horizontal annuli and compared with visually 353 
observed flow regimes. Representative time varying liquid 354 
holdup and PDF plots are presented in Fig. 4 for horizontal 355 









 Figure 4: Representative time series and PDF trends for flow 358 
regimes in horizontal concentric annulus 359 
For the dispersed bubble flow regime, a steady uniform 360 
oscillation of the time varying liquid holdup around a value of 1, 361 
gives an indication of the presence of spherical bubbles dispersed 362 
in a continuous liquid phase. The PDF plot is unimodal having its 363 
peak value at holdup value 0.97. 364 
During the elongated bubble flow regime, the time varying 365 
liquid holdup plot is observed to fluctuate intermittently from a 366 
crest value of 0.7 to a crest value of 1. The higher crest value 367 
corresponds to full liquid filling the annulus section between the 368 
ring electrodes while the lower crest value indicates the passage 369 
of the elongated gas bubble through parts of the probe. The PDF 370 
feature of this flow regime indicates two peaks close to each 371 
other at high liquid holdup values. 372 
Pulsating probe traces are observed for the slug flow regime, 373 
which indicates how the slug liquid body and Taylor bubbles 374 
alternate in the annulus section between the ring electrodes. A 375 
bimodal PDF trend is observed with two very distinct peaks.  One 376 
peak exists within liquid holdup range between 0.30 – 0.50, while 377 
the second peak exists between ranges of 0.7 – 1.0. 378 
 The nature of the wavy slug is seen by the width and 379 
amplitude of the time varying liquid holdup plot at low holdup 380 
values. Small waves are represented by the zig zag spikes at low 381 
holdup values, while a peak value at higher holdup values 382 
signifies a small liquid body that just touches the annulus top. 383 
The PDF trend for this regime is unimodal in nature with its peak 384 
at low liquid holdup values, with the second peak observed in 385 
slug flow at higher liquid holdup values disappearing.  386 
Churn flow is characterized by its rowdy nature and this is 387 
evident in the time varying liquid holdup plots, where random 388 
peaks and troughs are observed. The observed PDF trend is 389 
unimodal with peak at low holdup values similar to what was 390 
observed in wavy slug flow. However, the area under the curve is 391 
large cutting across a wide liquid holdup range. Also low but 392 
non-zero PDF values are observed at liquid holdup values up to 393 
0.8. 394 
 Wavy annular flow shows a probe trend which reflects the 395 
effect of unstable aerated waves passing through it, with most of 396 
the liquid flowing at the bottom of the annulus as a film. A 397 
unimodal PDF plot located at low holdup values with peak value 398 
averagely around 0.25. It is distinguishable from the annular flow 399 
regime by its larger area under the curve and low PDF value. 400 
Finally, small spikes are observed consistently about low 401 
holdup values during the annular flow regime when time varying 402 
instantaneous liquid holdup values are plotted. These spikes 403 
indicate a wavy interface and the film thickness is proportional to 404 
the mean liquid holdup value. A single PDF peak is obtained at 405 
low holdup values near 0. It has a smaller area under the curve 406 
when compared with the wavy annular flow regime but a higher 407 
PDF value. 408 
These classifications are used in conjunction with high speed 409 
camera images to classify flow regimes accurately in horizontal 410 
annuli. 411 
3.3 Effect of Annulus Eccentricity on Flow Regimes 412 
As stated earlier, two different annulus setups were used for 413 
the experimental investigations presented in this study; (a) the 414 
concentric annulus and (b) the fully eccentric annulus. The fully 415 
eccentric annulus has the inner pipe in the configuration lying at 416 
the bottom of the outer pipe forming a geometry shaped like a 417 
half moon which is different from the concentric annulus 418 
geometry. A scenario where the annulus eccentricity may be 419 
changing can be encountered during underbalanced drilling with 420 
drill pipe (inner pipe) rotation as the well is being drilled. The 421 
annulus inner structure affects the distribution of phases and as 422 
such may influence some of the flow regimes observed.  423 
At the low gas and lowest liquid superficial velocities (0.21 424 
m/s and 0.15 m/s respectively) investigated during this study, the 425 
elongated bubble flow is observed in the concentric annulus 426 
while the slug flow regime is observed in the fully eccentric 427 
annulus. A larger flow area is available at the top of the annulus 428 
for the gas phase to occupy in the fully eccentric annulus when 429 
compared with a small annulus gap in the concentric annulus. 430 
Therefore at this low gas flow rate, the gas phase in the eccentric 431 
annulus has sufficient contact area and energy to sweep the liquid 432 
phase to bridge the annulus wall intermittently forming slug flow 433 
while the gas phase is trapped as an elongated gas bubble in the 434 
small concentric annulus gas at the top of the annulus because of 435 
small gas flow area and low energy. Fig 5(a) and (b) show the 436 
high speed image and PDF trends for this flow condition in 437 
horizontal concentric annulus respectively while (c) and (d) show 438 
those for the fully eccentric annulus. 439 
 440 
Figure 5: Effect of annulus eccentricity on flow regimes (Vsl= 0.15 m/s; Vsg = 0.21 m/s) (a) Elongated bubble flow in concentric annulus (b) 441 
Elongated bubble flow PDF trend in concentric annulus (c) Slug flow in fully eccentric annulus (d)  PDF trend for Slug flow in fully eccentric 442 
annulus.443 
The bubble shape observed in the elongated flow regime is also 444 
affected by the annulus eccentricity. Fig. 6(a) shows the bubble 445 
shape observed in the concentric annulus. It is shaped as a 446 
flatworm and is shorter in length when compared with the bubble 447 
shape in Fig 6(c) which is the bubble shape in fully eccentric 448 
annulus. The PDF trends for both annulus are shown in Fig. 6(b) 449 
and (d) for concentric and fully eccentric annulus respectively. 450 
The effect of the bubble shape is captured in this trend where for 451 
the concentric annulus, the tiny bubble shape and length is 452 
reflected in the observed peaks at high liquid holdup values.  On 453 
the other hand, the PDF trend for the elongated bubble flow 454 
regime in fully eccentric annulus captures the large bubble length 455 
and size which is reflected in the observed peaks high and lower 456 
liquid holdup values. Also, the highest peak in the concentric 457 
annulus has a higher PDF value when compared with that of the 458 
fully eccentric annulus. Generally, the slug flow region is largely 459 
unaffected by the annulus eccentricity and is the dominant flow 460 
regime in both annulus setups.461 
 462 
Figure 6: Typical elongated bubble flow (Vsl =0.83 m/s; Vsg = 0.21 m/s) (a) concentric annulus (b) PDF trend for concentric annulus (c) fully 463 
eccentric annulus (d) PDF trend for fully eccentric annulus464 
The liquid film height observed in the wavy annular and 465 
annular flow regimes are also affected by annulus eccentricity. In 466 
Fig 7, typical annular flow regime images are presented for both 467 
the concentric annulus and the fully eccentric annulus. Fig 7(a) 468 
shows representative liquid film height in the concentric annulus 469 
during annular flow while Fig. 7(c) shows that for a fully 470 
eccentric annulus. A higher liquid film height is observed in the 471 
fully eccentric annulus when compared with the concentric 472 
annulus. This is because of the impact of the flow geometry in 473 
the fully eccentric annulus. The inner pipe restricts the flow of 474 
the liquid phase at the bottom of the annulus resulting in a higher 475 
liquid film. This is captured by the PDF trends presented in Fig 476 
7(b) and (d) for concentric and fully eccentric annulus 477 
respectively. A similar scenario is observed for the wavy annular 478 
flow regime. It is envisaged that the variation of the flow channel 479 
geometry due to eccentricity would affect phase separation of the 480 
flow, i.e. the larger the eccentricity, the easier the gas/liquid 481 




Figure 7: Typical annular flow regime (Vsl = 0.15 m/s; Vsg = 16.29 m/s) in (a) concentric annulus, (b) PDF trend for concentric annulus (c) 486 
fully eccentric annulus (d) PDF trend for fully eccentric annulus487 
3.4 Flow Regime Maps 488 
3.4.1 Experimental Flow Regime Maps 489 
Flow regime maps were developed from experimentally 490 
observed flow regimes for both annulus setup investigated for 491 
this study. The coordinates were the superficial liquid and gas 492 
velocities as ordinate and abscissa respectively. The effect of 493 
annulus eccentricity on observed flow regime transitions was also 494 
studied. As depicted in Fig. 8(a), at the lowest liquid and gas 495 
superficial velocities investigated in the concentric annulus, the 496 
elongated bubble flow is first encountered, Fig. 8(b) on the other 497 
hand shows at in the fully eccentric annulus at the same 498 
conditions, the slug flow regime is encountered. The slug flow 499 
regime is the predominant flow regime in both annulus setup. 500 
Similarly, the effect of annulus eccentricity on experimental flow 501 
regime transition are presented in Fig.9. The flow regime 502 
transitions were drawn arbitrarily and comparisons were made by 503 
superimposing both flow regime transitions on one map. It can be 504 
observed in Fig. 9 that the transition to elongated bubble and 505 
dispersed bubble flows in the fully eccentric annulus, take place 506 
at Vsl of 0.22 m/s and 1.56 m/s respectively, which is higher than 507 
that at which the transition takes place in the concentric annulus 508 
(Vsl = 0.10 m/s and 0.99 m/s respectively). This is due to the 509 
geometry effect and the distribution of the phases in both annulus 510 
setups. More area for gas phase to occupy in the fully eccentric 511 
annulus means that the elongated bubble flow regime will occur 512 
at higher liquid superficial velocities. For this same reason, 513 
higher liquid flow rates are required to breakdown to large gas 514 
plugs in this setup when compared with the concentric one. 515 
Generally speaking, the transitions from elongated bubble to slug, 516 
slug to wavy slug and wavy slug to annular flow regimes occur at 517 
lower gas superficial velocities in the fully eccentric annulus 518 
when compared with the concentric one. This shift appears to be 519 
consistent with the observed effect of eccentricity on phase 520 
separation.  521 
 522 
 523 
Figure 8:  Experimental flow regime map for (a) concentric annulus; (b) fully eccentric annulus 524 
 525 
 Figure 9: Effect of annulus eccentricity on flow regime transition.526 
3.4.2 Effect of Regime Transitions on PDF Features 527 
The effect of gas and liquid superficial velocities on the flow 528 
regimes was also studied using PDF features as presented on 529 
Fig.10. The flow regimes are observed to transition with 530 
increasing gas and liquid superficial velocities from elongated 531 
bubble at the lowest gas superficial velocity to annular flow at the 532 
highest gas superficial velocity and this is reflected on the PDF 533 
plots. Also, the shape and structure of the PDF trends are affected 534 
due to increase in flowrates. 535 
 For example, the influence of gas superficial velocity increase 536 
can be observed at liquid superficial velocity of 0.27 m/s. The 537 
elongated bubble flow observed at gas superficial velocity of 0.21 538 
m/s transitions to slug flow regime at Vsg towards 1.21 m/s due 539 
to an increase in the area occupied by the gas phase. This is 540 
observed in the liquid holdup time series plot where the average 541 
liquid holdup value is reduced as well as the length of time the 542 
liquid holdup is observed at very high liquid holdup values. 543 
Similarly, the PDF trend shows two distinct peaks with the higher 544 
peak observed at lower liquid holdup values showing the effect of 545 
the gas void fraction increase in the annulus. A further increase in 546 
Vsg to a high value (16.29 m/s) results in further increase in the 547 
gas void fraction which is reflected in the lower averaged liquid 548 
holdup values observed in the holdup time trace which has wavy 549 
spikes indicating the wavy nature of the flow. The PDF trend 550 
shows the disappearance of the peak observed at higher holdup 551 
vales, rather a single peak is observed at very low holdup.  552 
The effect of increase in liquid superficial velocities can also 553 
be observed in Fig. 10. An increase in Vsl from 0.27 toward 1.94 554 
m/s at Vsg of 0.21 m/s results in an increase in the liquid holdup 555 
and corresponding reduction on the area occupied by the gas 556 
phase in the annulus setup. Large gas plugs are broken down to 557 
smaller gas bubbles reflected in the higher frequency of 558 
downward spikes noticed on the holdup time traces. The PDFs on 559 
the other hand shows with increase in Vsl, the gradual 560 
disappearance of the lower value peak observed in the elongated 561 
flow regime, leaving just a single peak at holdup value of around 562 
0.95 for the dispersed bubble flow.  563 
At Vsg from 1.21, increasing Vsl from 0.27 towards 1.94 m/s 564 
gives some understanding of the effect of increased liquid holdup 565 
on the slug flow regimes observed in the annulus configuration 566 
studied. Increased liquid holdup results in more frequent slug 567 
body being observed by the probes as shown by increased peaks 568 
and troughs in the holdup time series plots. On the other hand, the 569 
PDFs show a more dominant second peak at higher holdup values 570 
at higher Vsl values with the peak at lower holdup values 571 
gradually diminishing in value. 572 
During two-phase flow at Vsg of 16.29 m/s, increasing Vsl 573 
from 0.27 to 1.94 m/s showed the effect of increasing liquid 574 
flowrates in the annular flow region. The short spikes noticed at 575 
the lowest Vsl gradually become more frequent and occur at 576 
higher holdup values as observed on the holdup time series plot. 577 
This gives an indication of the increased wavy interface of the 578 
liquid film at the bottom of the annulus.  With regards to the PDF 579 
trend, the area under the PDF curve increases with increase in Vsl 580 
and shift the single observed peak from near enough zero to 581 
higher holdup value up to 0.28. At Vsl of 1.94 m/s, the flow 582 
transitions to wavy annular flow is due to reduced energy of the 583 
gas phase.  584 
Due to constraints in space, all the observable flow regime 585 
transitions are not presented in this article but it is worth 586 
mentioning that at other gas and liquid superficial velocities 587 
investigated during this study, transition to wavy slug and churn 588 
flow regimes were also encountered and the effect of flowrate 589 
increases affected the observed holdup time series and PDF 590 
trends for these regimes. 591 
3.4.3 Comparison of Flow Regime Maps  592 
The experimentally developed flow regime map in horizontal 593 
concentric annulus is compared with the  flow regime map 594 
proposed by Osgouei et al.,(2010) for flow through horizontal 595 
concentric annulus as presented in Fig. 11.  It can be observed the 596 
flow regime transitions from literature developed by Osgouei et 597 
al., (2010) is unable to predict the slug, churn and annular flow 598 
regimes accurately. The wavy annular flow regime is the only 599 
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Figure 10: Effect of gas and liquid superficial velocities on Time series and PDF trends in horizontal concentric annulus 604 
 605 
 606 
Figure 11: Comparison of flow regime maps in literature with concentric eccentric annulus flow regime map607 
608 
3.5 Development of Flow Transition Parameters 609 
The differences observed in the compared flow regime maps, 610 
as well as lack of studies which accurately characterize flow 611 
regimes and their transitions in horizontal annulus, shows the 612 
need to develop flow regime transition parameters. Exactly 1174 613 
experimental data points integrated from literature and 614 
experiments are harnessed to develop this model. Data was 615 
obtained from studies by Sunthankar et al.,(2000), Zhou et 616 
al.,(2004), Omurlu et al.,(2006), Ozbayoglu & Omurlu (2007), 617 
Osgouei et al.,(2010), Mendes et al.,(2011), Gschnaidtner (2013), 618 
Nossen et al.,(2017) and integrated with experimental data from 619 
the fully eccentric annulus setup. The developed flow regime 620 
transitions in this study is based on different annulus 621 
eccentricities, hydraulic diameters, fluid properties as well as gas 622 
and liquid superficial velocity ranges. Most of the data is 623 
assumed to have been collected under ambient temperature and 624 
pressure as operating conditions were not reported in the studies. 625 
A flow regime map is proposed based on modified gas and liquid 626 
Froude numbers. The Froude number is an important 627 
dimensionless parameter for flow regime identification and gives 628 
an indication of the ratio of the inertial forces to the external 629 













Where 𝑉𝑆𝐿, 𝑉𝑆𝐺,  𝑔, 𝐷𝐻 are the liquid superficial velocity, gas 633 
superficial velocity, gravitational acceleration and hydraulic 634 
diameter respectively; while 𝜌𝐿 , 𝜌𝐺  are the liquid and gas 635 
densities respectively. Similar flow regimes were classified using 636 
different names in the studies from where the database utilized 637 
for the flow regime transition is gotten; and as such, for this 638 
study, certain flow regimes have been grouped under one broad 639 
heading for the purpose of developing the transition parameters. 640 
Churn, wavy slug, elongated bubble and slug flow regimes are 641 
classed under the intermittent flow, dispersed bubble, and bubble 642 
flow are classed as bubble flow, while wavy annular and annular 643 
flow regimes are grouped under annular flow. 644 
The transition parameters are as follows: 645 
Stratified Flow to Intermittent Flow 646 
𝐹𝑟𝐿 ≥ −0.078 ln 𝐹𝑟𝐺 + 0.129 ;          𝐹𝑟𝐺 ≤ 0.025 (4) 
Stratified Flow to Annular Flow 647 
𝐹𝑟𝐿 ≥ −0.0247 ln 𝐹𝑟𝐺 − 0.2 ;  𝐹𝑟𝐺 < 0.04 (5) 
Intermittent to Bubble Flow 648 
𝐹𝑟𝐿 ≥ 4.115𝑒
19.4𝐹𝑟𝐺 𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝐹𝑟𝐺 < 0.04 (6) 
Intermittent to Annular Flow 649 
𝐹𝑟𝐿 ≥ −122.9𝐹𝑟𝐺





Figure 12: Developed flow regime boundaries from database 652 
Presented in Fig. 12 is the flow regime map developed from 653 
this study, which can be employed for both horizontal and 654 
eccentric annulus geometries. Flow regimes can be determined 655 
step by step based on the liquid and gas Froude numbers as 656 
illustrated in the flow chart shown in Fig. 13. 657 
The developed parameters were tested against 109 data points 658 
from the concentric annulus of this study, predicting the flow 659 
regimes with an accuracy of 90%, 81% and 85% respectively for 660 
the Bubble, Intermittent and Annular flow regimes respectively. 661 
The breakdown of the performance of transition parameters on 662 
the different flow regime data used to test are presented on Table 663 
1. It should be noted that these parameters should be applied to 664 
annulus with hydraulic diameter less than 0.089 m. Further 665 
testing of the transition parameters could be carried out as more 666 
experimental data becomes available to confirm the accuracy of 667 
these parameters. Also these parameters may require 668 
modification if they are to be extended to liquid phase having 669 
viscosity above 0.22 kg/ms. 670 
 671 
Table 1: Performance of transition parameters on test data set. 672 












Bubble Flow 10 9 1 
Intermittent 
Flow 
59 48 11 
Annular Flow 40 34 6 
 673 
4 Conclusion 674 
Two-phase air-water flow regimes were characterized for 675 
horizontal annular conduits in this study. Experimental studies 676 
were carried out in a 10.8 m long annulus section with outer 677 
diameter of 0.0768 m and inner diameter of 0.060 m and two  678 
eccentricity positions (concentric and fully eccentric). The range 679 
of superficial velocities of air and water were 0.16 – 24 m/s and 680 
0.15 – 2.78 m/s respectively. Observed flow regimes in both 681 
annulus setups were dispersed bubble, elongated bubble, slug, 682 
wavy slug, churn, wavy annular and annular flow regimes. The 683 
results of this study can be summarised as follows: 684 
 685 
(1) A new flow regime is classified in this study as wavy slug 686 
flow. It is characterized as such because it is observed to 687 
have different features than the conventionally observed 688 
slug or wavy flow regimes. 689 
(2) The annulus eccentricity is observed to affect the 690 
observed flow regimes at low air and lowest water 691 
superficial velocities investigated in this study; where 692 
elongated bubble flow is encountered in the concentric 693 
annulus and slug flow in the fully eccentric annulus 694 
(3) The bubble shape observed in the elongated bubble flow 695 
regime and the liquid film height during the wavy annular 696 
and annular flow regimes are affected by annulus 697 
eccentricity, visually observed difference were also 698 
confirmed from statistical PDF trends. 699 
(4) The flow regime transitions observed to take place at 700 
higher liquid superficial velocities and lower gas 701 
superficial velocities in the fully eccentric annulus when 702 
compared to the concentric one.  703 
(5) Flow regime transition criteria available in literature for 704 
two-phase flow in pipes and horizontal annulus could not 705 
accurately predict experimental data. 706 
(6) The developed flow regime transitions parameters covers 707 
a wider range of flow properties, fluid properties and 708 
conduit properties than other such attempts available in 709 
literature. Also the proposed flow regime map can be used 710 
successfully to determine two-phase flow regimes in 711 
horizontal annuli. 712 
 713 
Figure 13: Flow chart for flow regime identification in horizontal 714 
annuli. 715 
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